The Large Littrow Spectrograph provides the means for a quick and accurate analysis of various substances. In chemistry this Bausch & Lomb instrument, which is an example of extreme precision in optical manufacture, speeds research, control and analysis. Preference rating desirable for prompt delivery. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester 2, N. Y.
Original in design, built on experience, the Carver Press is a time-proved aid in laboratory research and development work. Pressing capacity is 20,000 lbs., 160 times its weight of 125 lbs. Equipped with large accurate gauge of finest construction, rigidly mounted on base. Special gauges are available for low pressure work. Carver Press accessories include electric and steam hot plates and test cylinders or molds. Additional interchangeable equipment includes bearing plates, cage and filtering equipment, etc. The press and various of the accessories are patented. Send for latest catalog which gives full details, applications and prices.

Prompt Deliveries

FRED S. CARVER
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
341 HUDSON ST.  NEW YORK

STANDARD AND ANGLE HEAD CENTRIFUGES

This centrifuge has tubes suspended at a fixed 52° angle—thus faster sedimentation is achieved by the shorter distance particles are required to travel... creating mass, and reaching the bottom more quickly. Speeds up to 5000 R.P.M. on D.C. and 4200 R.P.M. on A.C.

JARRELL-ASH COMPANY
Manufacturers—Importers—Dealers
165 Newbury Street  Boston 16, Mass.

GARCEAU ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAhs
A.C. Operated Inkless Writing Shipped Ready to Run
No Batteries Require no Shielding Prompt Delivery

THE JUNIOR GARCEAU ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH
A simplified inexpensive instrument for recording electrical potentials of the brain. Built-in interference eliminators permit use anywhere. Inkless records—no photography or film-development required. Instantaneous localization with any 2 of the 10 leads.

All Garceau Electroencephalographs operate entirely from the 115 volts, 50 or 60 cycle power lines.

ELECTRO-MEDICAL LABORATORY, INC.
HOLLISTON, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
a steel microslide filing cabinet offering

45% greater capacity
at amazingly low cost!

This new "LAB-AID" cabinet is the ultimate solution to the filing problems encountered in the laboratory. It is of welded-steel, fire-resistant construction throughout. Files 3" x 1" or 3" x 2" micro-slides, 2" x 2" transparencies, large lantern slides, index cards, even paraffin blocks . . . in single-row drawers, all fitting interchangeably into a smooth-tracking master drawer-rail system. Unit-sections, assembled in any combination, can be used singly, or stacked to any convenient height. With all these advantages, the cost-per-slide capacity in the "LAB-AID" cabinet is the lowest ever. Investigate this remarkable equipment . . . the coupon will bring details.

By merely dropping in a patented "LAB-AID" slotted liner, any drawer is converted from storage filing to individual-slide filing, or vice-versa.

THE technicon COMPANY

A single "LAB-AID" unit-section. Any combination of drawers can be supplied.

The Technicon Company
215 East 149 Street
New York 51, N. Y.

Please send me details concerning your "LAB-AID" microslide filing cabinet.

Name ____________________________

Street __________________________

City ____________________________
In 1663 when he was only 24, James Gregory, Scottish mathematician and astronomer, published his treatise Optica Promota, an optically accurate account of mirrors and lenses beginning with the rediscovery of the sine-law of Snellius and Descartes which Gregory supported first by mathematical argument and next by careful experiments, followed by an account of a reflecting telescope.

But, he had no means of constructing such an instrument.

In London where he went in hopes of finding an optician capable of making his telescope, Gregory met Collins and Hooke who put him in touch with a celebrated craftsman, Reive. An attempt was made but the resulting mirrors were a failure and the project was abandoned. Later, Hooke succeeded and in 1674 presented the first Gregorian telescope to the Royal Society.

If Gregory had been looking for someone to construct his telescope today, he might well have taken his project to Perkin-Elmer. For it has been the privilege of Perkin-Elmer to collaborate in the invention, construction, and improvement of many optical instruments and elements. Perkin-Elmer scientists and engineers have been working successfully with leaders of Industry, Education, and the Armed Forces to make possible the mass production of instruments of even greater accuracy for war-time and post-war industrial analysis, control, inspection, and observation.

WHAT PERKIN-ELMER MAKES
Perkin-Elmer serves the optical sciences that broaden man's horizons by supplying them with:
- Custom-built optical instruments for industrial analysis, control and inspection.
- New optical devices to solve specific problems, such as the all-purpose infrared spectrometer.
- Special elements such as fine lenses, prisms, flats, photographic objectives, interferometer plates, retardation plates, Cornu prisms, Rochon prisms, Nicol prisms.

THE PERKIN-ELMER CORPORATION
GLENBROOK, CONN.
ADAMS SLIDE CABINETS

for 3x1" Microscope Slides
Adams Microscope Slide Cabinets have a capacity of 2,760 3x1" microscope slides. They are attractive natural grained, light oak stained plywood, 14" wide by 19½" high by 22" deep. They have 8 drawers—each drawer holds 345 3x1" microscope slides in three rows of numbered slots giving a total cabinet capacity of 2,760 slides. Adams Microscope Slide Cabinets can be nested interchangeably with Adams Kodachrome Slide Cabinets.

A-1680 Adams Microscope Slide Cabinet.  
Each $75.00

for 2x2" Kodachrome Slides
Adams Kodachrome Slide Cabinets have a capacity of from 2,000 to 6,000 2x2" Kodachrome slides, depending on whether individual separators or group separators are used and the method of binding. Kodachrome Slide Cabinets have the same outside dimensions as the Microscope Slide Cabinets, but have 10 drawers. Each drawer has two columns of numbered slots. Where individual partitions are wanted, small cardboard rectangles the same height as the slots are used. Where group dividers are wanted the red fibre dividers with labels are used. In the illustration note that group dividers or individual partitions can be used interchangeably as the need demands.

Adams Kodachrome Slide Cabinets can be supplied with an illuminating view box drawer with diffusion glass (A-1676) in place of one drawer. Drawer has on and off switch on the front panel and space inside for the cord and plug.

A-1675 Adams Kodachrome Slide Cabinet complete with 10 drawers, 150 Red Fibre Dividers (A-1677) and labels, and 1,000 Cardboard Partitions (A-1678).  
Each $70.00

A-1676 Same as above, but with View Box Drawer in place of one file drawer.  
Each $75.00

For other Slide Boxes see our Catalog 103, pages 27 and following.
Filter Papers that are Chosen by Test after Test

Many laboratories choose their Filter Papers very carefully, particularly those in which thousands of analyses are made monthly. Exhaustive tests are often used to determine which grade of paper is best adapted to each filtration.

In many cases, they must report results, unbelievably accurate results, in what seems to the uninitiated an impossibly short time.

It is significant that so many of these super-laboratories use WHAT-MAN Filter Papers. Long experience has taught these hard-working chemists and technicians that they are reliably uniform, efficient and immediately available.

Whether you make a dozen or a thousand filtrations a month, you will find it an advantage to use WHAT-MAN Filter Papers.

We stock all types of WHATMAN Filter Papers.
VITAMIN TEST CASEIN

In vitamin experimentation the type of protein used may well be the most important dietary factor. When Vitamin Test Casein GBI is the protein of choice in the deficiency diet, uniform and consistent depletion of test animals occurs well within the required time interval specified by the U.S.P. or other standard test methods.

Vitamin Test Casein GBI is prepared by a special hot alcohol extraction method, which removes not only the fat soluble but the water soluble vitamins as well. It is therefore free of vitamins A and D as well as the known factors of the B complex and vitamin K.

Vitamin Test Casein GBI is supplied in: 1 lb. bottles, 5 lb., 25 lb., and 100 lb. fiber drums.

PROMPT DELIVERY

GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC.
DIVISION WYETH INCORPORATED
LABORATORY PARK, CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
WELCH METERS
D.C. PANEL INSTRUMENTS

Accuracy 2% of Full Scale

FEATURES
- Alnico Magnets
- Sapphire Jewel Bearings
- Selected Steel Pivots
- Fume-proof White Metal Scales
- Extremely Rigid Mounting

MODEL NO. 350
CASES Molded Bakelite for Flush Mounting

MODEL NO. 351

MODELS
350—3½ inch round—2.4 inch scale
351—3 inch square—2.4 inch scale
451—4½ inch rectangular—3.5 inch scale

MODEL NO. 451

TYPES
Microammeters 0-20 up to 0-500
Milliammeters 0-1 up to 0-500
Ammeters 0-1 up to 0-500
Voltmeters, various ranges, 100 to 50,000 ohms per volt
Zero Center Ammeters
DB Meters
Rectifier Instruments
Thermocouple Meters
Special Scaled Meters

PRICES $9.00 to $26.00.

THE PRODUCT OF MORE THAN 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN BUILDING HIGH GRADE INSTRUMENTS

W. M. WELCH SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
Established 1880
1517 Sedgwick Street Chicago 10, Illinois, U.S.A.
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THE RENAL REGULATION OF ACID BASE BALANCE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE MECHANISM FOR ACIDIFYING THE URINE

By Dr. Robert F. Pitts
Associate Professor of Physiology, Cornell University College of Medicine

Large quantities of acid are continuously produced in the body by the metabolism of the various foodstuffs, yet in health the hydrogen ion concentration of the body fluids is maintained remarkably constant. This regulation of balance between the acidic and basic constituents of the body fluids is dependent upon both respiratory and renal homeostatic mechanisms. In a quantitative sense the rate of production of carbonic acid, amounting to about 20 mols per day, far exceeds the rate of production of other metabolic acids. But because of the volatility of its anhydride, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid is readily and rapidly eliminated by the lungs. Less than one one-hundredth of this quantity of phosphoric and sulfuric acid is produced each day, yet the excretion of these acids, which is effected largely by the kidneys, is in some ways a greater problem than is the excretion of the much larger quantities of carbonic acid. Rarely does any disease process lead to a disturbance of acid base balance because it interferes with the elimination of carbon dioxide in the lungs.